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Background
The topography in the West River watershed drainage basin consists of rolling hills and
in most areas a gradient above average for P.E.I standards. With the steeper terrain
comes the higher tendency for soil erosion. In most situations where soil erosion is
entering the stream it can be resolved with proper management implications. In almost all
cases a simple solution can be found, such as providing opportunity for the water to
runoff into the wooded areas before gaining velocity and running directly into the nearby
stream. The two major contributors to soil erosion are agriculture fields and secondary
roads and, in this report, the known problematic areas will be identified and suggestions
will be provided.

Agriculture
Relative to each tributary there is low number of known problematic agriculture fields. A
major factor that is over looked is the contribution of sediment that travels through first
and second order streams. All small tributaries lead to the main branch of river eventually
and sediment only travels down river and eventually will end up in the important main
channel sections.
Problematic Agricultural fields are listed below in order of priority.
1. East branch of the Brookvale sub-watershed below RTE 225 and west of the Ross Rd
PID 293936

2. Howell’s Brook field between Kingston and Quinn Rd
PID-226514

**Has not been an issue in 2019 or 2020

Secondary Roads
The majority of the following secondary roads can be resolved with simple management
practices that allows the water to be disperse elsewhere before gaining velocity and
entering the nearby stream. The following list of problematic secondary roads is for
future reference for the DTIE (listed in order of priority)
1- Ross Rd in Brookvale
The eastern tributary on the Ross road has sediment entering the stream in multiple
locations and there is also a perched culvert (See Figure 1). Resolving the identified areas
on the Ross road will reduce the amount of sediment entering the nearby stream. There
are two sediment traps in the Brookvale sub-watershed region, one is a large by-pass
pond ~150m above Route 13 and the second is an in-stream sediment trap located
adjacent to the Ross road and only has the Ross road tributary feeding into it. The
sediment trap adjacent to Ross road required to be re-excavated on an annual basis after
creaated in 2010 and the site could no longer be used after 2013 due to lack of room to
store spoils and costs associated with trucking spoils away. This site however was made
operational again in 2020 when Brookvale Nordic site required material for fill during
Canada Games improvements and cover the costs associated with trucking all the spoils
from the Ross Rd sediment trap site.

Solutions: There are numerous sediment traps
installed by DTIE to help capture runoff from
the Ross road that are full and need to be
cleaned out. On the northern end of the road.
Traps were maintained where the stream
crosses the Ross Rd.
Sediment traps on the Ross Rd that require
cleaning out (pictures taken in 2018).

2- Mill Rd in Emyvale
A sediment trap at the upper end of Carragher’s Pond has been re-excavated on several
occasions (lastly in 2020) and will continue to require regular maintenance due to
excessive runoff from the Mill Rd and will continue so until such issues are resovled. In
multiple locations the Mill road has sediment input sites (see Figure 2).
Solutions: Several entry points do not have sediment traps and could use some
mechanism to help capture and contain the sediment before entering the nearby stream.
- local landowners are interested in closing Mill Rd would resolve all issues

Sediment runoff directly entering Quinn’s Brook from the Mill Rd.

3- Bolger Park Rd in Bonshaw
Sediment input occurs from the south and north sides of Black Brook from the Bolger
Park road. Mechanisms to divert the water into the forest would dissipate the water runoff
before entering Black Brook.
Solutions: Structures are present but further landscaping and maintenance is required.
Silt traps at this location are in need of cleaning out plus an additional one is needed on
the north side of where the Bolger Park Rd crosses Black Brook as the sediment is
running directly into the nearby stream. Maintenance did occur during 2020 on one trap
but the trap refilled not long after. This area requires much more needed maintenance in
2021

South side of Black Brook (left) and north side of Black Brook (right) sediment runoff
directly entering the stream from Bolger Park Rd.
4- Peter’s Road in Elmwood
Work was done to this secondary road in 2016 to help prevent sediment from entering the
nearby stream. The work helped, but there is still issues with this secondary road.
Maintenance is required to ensure diversion culverts that were installed in 2016 are
operating properly (occurred in 2020).
Solutions: Silt traps need to be cleaned out at multiple locations and on the north side of
the road an additional sediment trap could be installed on the downstream side of the
culver to capture runoff from the long hill leading directly into the river.
5- Currie Road in Greenbay
Sediment input occurs in multiply locations (see Figure 3). This tributary that follows the
Currie road drains into the section of stream located a short distance upstream from major
salmon spawning habitat in Riverdale and any additional input of sediment in this area
will have serious long-term consequences.

Solutions: Sediment traps could help reduce the amount of sediment that is entering the
nearby stream as there are none in this area currently.
6- McKenna Road
Input of sediment occurs in the headwaters of Gass Brook. Sediment traps adjacent to the
small stream would reduce the amount of sediment from entering the nearby stream on
both sides of the stream. Though this tributary is small it leads directly into the main
branch of the West River and contributes a significant amount of sediment.
Solutions: There are currently no sediment traps at this site and could use one on either
side of the road to help capture and reduce the amount of sediment from entering the
nearby stream.

Runoff from McKenna Rd directly into Gass’ Brook.
7- Elliot River Road in Greenbay
Several locations along Eliot River Road the river runs relatively close to the road at
which runoff is leaving the road and contributing further sediment inputs. Traps or paving
sections would reduce these impacts
Solutions: Gabion basket placement would
resolve the issue. Paving sections would
fully resolve this issue

Bank erosion just off the Eliot River Rd on
the downstream side of culvert resolved 2020

8- Sheepskin Road
Diversion measures could be made to help divert any erosion runoff from the east and
west before entering the nearby stream. Major issue***
Solution: minor sediment traps would be needed to completely solve issue.
Not major but sediment leaving the Sheepskin road is fully responsible for red water
entering Howell’s Brook. Surveys in 2020 noted that water above Sheepskin was clear
and below was very red due to nearby runoff sources from the clay road.
9- Quinn Road
Runoff from Quinn road enters directly into Howell’s Brook at the upstream side of the
road crossing. Though not a significant amount of sediment is entering the stream a
solution would be relatively simple.

FIGURES

Figure 1. Brookvale sub-watershed showing the two main tributaries with labeled
features.

Figure 2. West River tributary Quinn’s Brook above Carragher’s Pond with
labeled features.

Figure 3. Currie Rd tributary to the West River with labeled features.

